Abstract. Suppose that Jl is an analytic manifold, m^^Jf, f : JÍ -> K , and / is analytic. Then at least one of the following three statements is true: (1) mo is a local maximum of /. (2) 
Introduction
Professor W. K. Hayman proposed the main theorem of this paper, and we thank him for encouraging us to find a proof of it. This theorem is restated below, using the technical terminology that is subsequently required, and all of the relevant definitions are given in section 2. Theorem 1.1. Suppose that Jf is an analytic manifold, mo £ Jf, f : JK ->R, and f is analytic. Then at least one of the following statements is true:
( 1 ) mo is a local maximum of f. This statement, which was previously at issue, is a sharpening of the access theorem of Hornblower and Thomas for the special case of analytic functions [H-T; H, pp. 779-784] . These results provide topological information pertaining to the behavior of subharmonic functions near the boundary of their domains.
Theorem 1.1 also distinguishes between the topological features of C°° functions and those of analytic functions. For a local distinction, note that there is a C°° function / : R -► E with these two properties: (1) zero is not a local maximum of /. (2) No (R, /) path begins at 0. For a distinction involving global behavior, consider the following more complicated construction:
There is a C°° function f : R2 -> R that has the following two properties: (1) Whenever m0 G R2, there is an (R2, /) path a : [0, 1)-»12 with o(0) = m0, (2) If x is any (R2, /) path, then Cluster(r) Í 0.
The details of this construction will appear in [O] .
The proof of Theorem 1.1 is organized as the eight statements of Theorem 3.1 (section 3). The first two of these statements concern local problems, including the creation of an (Jf, /) curve originating at a point which is not a local maximum of /. The remaining statements concern the selection of a succession of (JH, f) curves whose concatenation will exit the manifold J?. The local problems are easily solved by reference to the theory of singularities. The selection process, however, is complicated by the fact that the cluster set of an (Jf, f) curve may contain more than one point. Because of this, (Jf, f) curves (which are usually constructed from integral curves of grad / ) must be modified before they can be joined. Moreover, in order to guarantee that the resulting concatenation will actually exit ^, the selection process must be based on a certain minimum principle.
We acknowledge, with thanks, the referee's contributions to this work, which led to several improvements. In particular, the referee gave us the precise references (in the theory of semianalytic sets) which lead to the short proofs of statements (1) and (2) in Theorem 3.1; our original proofs of these two statements were based on the seminal paper [B-C].
Notation and terminology
Z is the set of integers, N = {n £ Z : n > 0} , R is the set of real numbers, and R+ = {x £ R : x > 0}. An interval is a connected set of real numbers containing more than one point. If / is a function, then dmnf = {x : (x, y) £ /} is the domain of f and im/ = {v : (x, y) £ /} is the image of f. If f is a function and S is a set, then f\ S = {(s, f(s)) : s £ S n dmn/} denotes the restriction of f to S. The symbols f : A -* B signify that / is a function, dmn f = A , and im / c B .
We use the following terminology when (S, x) is a topological space, A c S, so £ S, and / : S -+ R : The symbols Clos A, Int A, and Bdry A denote, respectively, the closure, interior, and boundary of A (with respect to t). An open set containing So is called a neighborhood of so ■ The statement that So is a local maximum of f means that f(u) < f(so) for all u in a neighborhood Of 50. A full discussion of analytic mappings between open subsets of real normed vector spaces is given in [Fed] . The term analytic manifold is defined in [S, pp. 32-33] ; thus, we explicitly assume that manifolds are second countable. If Jf is an analytic manifold, then J£ isa countable union of relatively compact open subsets of Jf ; also, the dimension of Jf is denoted dim Jf and we allow the case dimJf = 0 (hence dim^# G N ). For the definition and general properties of analytic functions and tensors on analytic manifolds, consult [He] and [S] .
By the imbedding theorem of Morrey [Mor] , it is possible to construct an analytic Riemannian metric on any analytic manifold Jf. Suppose that JÍ is an analytic manifold and m -► (•, -)m is an analytic Riemannian metric on Jf . Then we write (•, •) in place of (•, -)m , and we write dist (-, •) to denote the corresponding distance function on J£ (with the underlying Riemannian metric determined by context). If / : ^# -► R is analytic, then there is a corresponding analytic vector field, grad/, on Jf such that (grad/(m), v) = df(m) • v whenever m £jf and v is in the tangent space of Jf at m .
Suppose that Jf is an analytic manifold and V is an analytic vector field on Jt. If I is an interval of R, y : I -> Jf is continuous, and y(t) -V(y(t)) for all t £ Int I, then we say that y : I -> Jf is an integral curve of V ; under these circumstances, y is analytic on IntZ. We say that y is a maximal integral curve of V if y has the following two properties: ( 1 ) y is an integral curve of V ; (2) If y is any integral curve of V and y (to) = y (to) for some to £ R, then there is an interval J such that y = y\ J. If mo G JÍ and to £ R, then there is one and only one y such that y is a maximal integral curve of V, to £ dmn y, and y(to) = mo. If y is a maximal integral curve of V, then dmn y is an open interval. If Jf is compact and y is a maximal integral curve of V, then dmn y = R (see [L, Theorem 4, p. 65] ). We say that a is a terminal integral curve of V if there exist a, b, c, y such that -oo < a < b < c < +oo, y : (a, c) -» J( is a maximal integral curve of V, and o = y | [b, c).
Assume that J? is an analytic manifold of dimension K. We say that 3S is an ¿M-ball if there exists mo £/, e g R+, and a coordinate system, (p : U -> RK , such that m0 G U , <p ( Finally, in the following two definitions, we introduce the special technical terms that appear in the statement and proof of Theorem 1.1. Definition 2.1. We use the following terminology when Jf is an analytic manifold and / : J? -> R is analytic.
( 1 ) We say that y : I -> ¿# is an (J?, f) path if I is an interval, y : I -► J?
is a continuous mapping, and / o y is strictly increasing on Z. (2) ;,fceN. (4) f(y(b))£Cntval(Kk,f).
(5) If p GN, p <min{j, k}-3, a < a < ß < b, and {y(t) :t£(a,ß)}c Int Zip , then y | (a, ß) is an integral curve of grad/.
For each n £ Z, let us refer to the set (IntK") ~ (IntK"-X) as level n. Thus, a (j, k) path y starts in level j and terminates in level k. Moreover, / increases along y and f (y(b) ) is a critical value of / (although y(b) need not be a critical point of /). Clause (5) of the definition refers to an arc of y residing at least three levels below the initial and terminal levels of y : such an arc is required to be an integral curve of grad /. The set W = {x £ Jf : f(x) ± 0, \x\ < 1} is semianalytic and relatively compact in Jf. Therefore, W has only a finite number of connected components (by [Loj, Proposition 2, p. 76] ) and each of these components is semianalytic (by [Loj, Theorem 2, p. 69] ). Therefore, since 0 is not a local maximum of /, there is a set Q that has the following properties: D. is a connected component of W ; 0 G Bdryfi; f(x) > 0 whenever x £ Q; Q is a semianalytic set.
By the (2) Since Critpt(^f, /) is a semianalytic subset of J?, it is a locally finite union of cubic images ( [Sus, statement (b) , p. 443]). It is immediate that / is constant on each of these cubic images. Therefore, both parts of statement (2) Therefore,
(4) We assume that m* £ Critpt(^#, /) and argue to a contradiction. Since Cluster (y) is not empty, the local existence theorem for integral curves implies b = oo [L, Theorem 4, p. 65] . Since / o y is strictly increasing on [a, oo) , it follows that f(y(t)) T f(m*) as t } oo.
Now we prove that lim,^ y(t) = m*. If this is not the case, we can construct e G R+ and sequences »)n, (¿>")n that has the following three properties:
(1) an < bn < an+x < bn+x for all n £ N; (2) Since m* £ Critpt(^#,/), we can choose ô £ (0, e) corresponding to m* = m as indicated in Theorem 3.1 (3). There exists N G N such that dist (y"(j(«) ), m*) < ô whenever n > N. Therefore, by Theorem 3.1 (3), f(7n(ßn)) > /(m*) whenever n> N. But for each n £ N we have f(yn(ßn)) < f(yn+x(an+x)) < f(yn+x(s(n + 1))) < f(yn+x(ßn+x)) <lim/(y,(í(/c))) = /(m*).
«Too (6) The number v* exists because W is compact: indeed, the global maximum value of g is a critical value of g greater than g(wo) and g has only a finite number of critical values (by Theorem 3.1 (2)).
The proof of the main statement is by induction on J = dim(W). The statement is true when / = 0 because, in that case, every point of W is a critical point of g. We assume that the statement is true when / = Jo G N and that W, g, wo , and y* meet the hypotheses of the statement in the case J = Jo + 1. Since W is compact, there is an analytic map y : (-00, oo) ->W which is a maximal integral curve of grad g with y(0) = i/Jo . Then Cluster(y) 0 (since W is compact). Choose m* g Cluster (y) . Then m* G Critpt(^r, g) (by Theorem 3.1 (4)).
There are two possibilities: (1) limiToo y(t) = m* ; (2) lim^^ y(t) does not exist.
If limnooy(t) = m*, define a : [0, 1] -> W by the rules a(t) = y(t/l -t), for t G [0, 1), and o(l) = m*. Then g(w0) = g(tr(0)) < g(o(l)) £ Critval(^, g). Therefore, g(wo) < y* < g(o(l)), and we may form p by shortening o.
If lim^oo y(t) does not exist, we may choose m** G Cluster ( Suppose that lim<Too p(t) does not exist. Then we can choose m** G Cluster(p) with m** -^ m*, and we can construct an ^#-ball á? satisfying the following three conditions: m g Clos^ ; m* G ^ C Clos^" c (lntKk) K k_2; m** ^ Clos^". Consequently, there is a sequence (í")n such that t" î oo as m î oo, p(f") G Bdry^ for all n £ N, and lim^oo p(t") = s* £ Bdry^. Therefore f(s*) = lim"Too/(p(i")) = lim,Too/i>(0) = /(m*). Also, because s* £ Cluster(p) and because of Theorem 3.1 (4), we conclude s* £ Qritpt(Jf, /).
Define g = f\ Bdry^1. Then g : Bdry^" -* R and g is analytic. Moreover, since s* £ Critpt(^#, /), we have s* £ Critpt(Bdry<^!, g) . The set Critval(Bdry^', g) is finite because Bdry^1 is compact. Therefore, because the sequence (g(p(tn)))\s is strictly increasing, we may choose N G N so that Also, let K £ N be the unique integer such that T(ßN + I) £ (IntZCK) ( IntZCK_i). We prove the following three statements: (xvi) k = k* or k = k* -1 ; k = min {jq(N), k} < k*; T is a (jq(N), k) path with initial point yq(N)(aq(N)) ■ The first statement follows from the fact that Bdry^ c (IntZC^.) ~ Kk._2 (see (xv)). The second statement now follows from (x). It is immediate that Y meets Definition 2.2 (l)-(4). Thus, with attention to Definition 2.2 (5), suppose that PGN, p</c-3, aq(N) <a< ß <ßN+ 1, {T(t) : t £ (a, ß)} eint Kp.
Since {T(t) : t g [ßN, ßN + 1]} c (Int **•) ~ Kfr-2 and p < k -3 < k* -3, we conclude aq(N) < a < ß < /?# • Therefore T\(a, ß) = yq^N) \ (a, ß). Since p<K-3</c*-3, since k* -3 < min { jq(N), kq(N) } -6 (by (x)), and since yq(N) is a (jq(N)> kq(N)) path, it follows that T\(a, ß) is an integral curve of grad/. So T meets Definition (2.2) (5) and the proof of (xvi) is complete.
By (iv), there is no (jq(N), P) path with initial point yq(N)(aq(N)) and p < kq(N) ■ By (xvi), T is a (jq(N), k) path with initial point 7q(N)(ctq(N)) ■ Therefore, But, by (xvi) and (x), we also have kq(N) < K. k < k* < kq(N) -3, which is our contradiction.
